
April

Name of April is … Victory...

April 1   Birthday of Sivananda-Valentina
April 2           Good Friday
April 4        Easter Sunday
April 25                 Birthday of Swami Krishnananda



APRIL

April 1, 2021
OM

May the 1st of April bless everyone everywhere, through the heart of Sivananda-Valentina which is
now soaring above the Empire of thoughts!

Through the heart speaks God; through human mind speaks man. May all who are in the radius of
my heart be blessed by the Divine Will to develop your own will! Make up your decision to find lasting
Gladness within your own heart, - you will have to find it... if you really want the values which cannot
be obtained outside.

Light the flame of sincere, true, charming smiles! Discover the Flame within which is dispelling the
gloom and the denseness of aeons! Fan yourself with the playful winds of Mother's loveliness! Give of
yourself only through gladness. Do not infect others by your own negativities. Neither allow to be
influenced by the darkness of others. Wipe the tears of others, not through philanthropy, but through the
Gladness of your heart which, deep inside, is the reflection of God's Joy, Peace, Beauty and Power.

There, in the depth of Consciousness, is something unconquerable, everlasting, changeless, real...
Love it and do not believe the ugly assurances of defective world. Spread the Divine Welfare... on this
Day of April... and carry on its Beauty through the strength of Rama!

The Name of this month... perhaps... 
Victory?!

(April 1, 1979 Noon Meditation)

April 2, 2021
OM

Rama is not only the symbol of human harmony - not just to try, through “the repetition of the
Name” to make a sick body healthy, or afflicted man - whole, a poor man - prosperous, and a sinful
man - moral. To get more money - is not necessarily to get the inner security; to convert the sinner - is
not necessarily to change his nature; to get back health - is not at all to realize the everlasting life.

All the outer improvements, at times, do take place through faith and through expansion of human
consciousness, when one repeats the Name of the absolutely perfected Being. But the Divine Name is
infinitely more. To say 

RAMA
is to learn about Rama's Divine Nature and is to aspire to understand Ramas Ways! By no means it is to
“try” to think our own “better thoughts.”

To say “Rama” is equivalent to the earnest search for TRUTH Eternal, upon which we can establish
our whole life. It is an agreement to accept the Principle of Perfection to which we are ready to
dedicate ourselves. It is the discovery of the purpose of our life.

Ra-a-a-ma!
(April 2, 1979 Mon. Morning)



April 3, 2021
OM

During Ramanavami and in preparation to it, we repeat the Lord's Name - RAMA - not for the pur -
pose of removing our discomforts, but for cleansing our vital nature. The impure feelings and desires
will always find an occasion to be uncomfortable, grudgey, demanding what is not ours and is not
earned, to be lustful and despondent if the desires are not granted, etc. Thus, - when you hear me say ing
so often these days

Rama, - 
you are to pray to Him to cleanse, to deepen, to enlighten your vital being - your only enemy!

If your Intelligence makes friends with your vital nature, you can feel rightly towards any
circumstances, - that is to say you will have enough strength not to be tempted, enough wisdom not to
despair and enough faith not to doubt God's Love. Whatever even of small degree of resentment,
criticism or lust we may have in our vital being, - makes it impossible for us to feel the Presence and
the Victory of Rama. If you accept your lower nature (or the lower nature of another man) - you
simultaneously reject the Divine, the Spiritual, the Lasting. Thus, disapproval of the lower in ourselves,
the mercy towards another man and the cultivation of the higher nature is a must when we hold
ourselves still in the Rama̓s Presence.

Raaama!
(April 3, 1979 Tues. Night)

April 4, 2021
OM

“Four guards keep watch at the Gate of Liberation (from miseries of Ignorance), - and they are
Shanti - Vichara - Santosha - and Satsanga. Even if you will make intimate friendship with one of these
qualities, it will introduce you to the other three.”

Yoga Vasishtha

Shanti is Peace. It is the calm repose of your whole being. Peace comes when there is no Tamas or
Rajas. When you are not overweighed by vege tative or animalistic dullness or the restless lusts - then
there is Sattwic sweetness, intelligence and glimpses into highest Realms.

Vichara or spiritual quest, - the yearning for Reality, - traditionally is practiced by the Vedantins and
consists of the highly philosophical meditations. It is the science of Absolute Reality. It is through
withdrawal from the hypnotic absurdities of the world that one seeks the discovery of the Real, True,
Everlasting and Ever-blissful Spirit within.

Contentment is not smug satisfaction with one̓s affairs. The Tamo-Rajasic fool often is opinion ated
and self-deceiving; such uses perversely the word “contentment,” attributing to himself the unexisting-
in-him virtues. The pseudo-contentment comes from satisfaction with one's temporal things. The
spiritual contentment comes only from within. It is a high state of mind and emotions which protects
from the outer disturbances. One of the signs of contentment is not to run after what we do not possess
and truly rejoice at what one has. Contentment is gratitude, joy, magnanimity and dignity.

Satsang is the company of the wise, the virtuous, the pure and the dedicated to the highest Goal.
Satsang can be obtained through the association with the lovely, pure environment, through the study of
the great thoughts, reading of spiritual books, contemplating the Essence of Truth. In short, any



association with Truth, Beauty and Wisdom - is a form of Satsang.
RAMA!...

(April 4, 1979 Wed. Morning)

April 5, 2021
OM

When you raise yourself to Rama - you are equal to all who raise themselves. In Perfection of the
Soul - all are equal to God. In imperfection of the lower nature - all are separated, different and far
removed from Glory...

 The many, - the multitudes worship Rama as the Image of their highest hopes. But in ego-centered -
ness no one can know Rama the way He is. It is only when we worship the ONE Perfect in ourselves
and in all that we adore the Truth and not the ego. The Truth in all is the same; the ego in all is
differently limited. We unite in Truth; we disunite in falsehood. What is known as Liberation is nothing
but the final exhaustion of the selfishness - it is the Victory over the Opposer and the Separator, - the
Asuric Reign...

Rama penetrates into the Spirit of every man if... every man accepts the Spirit as His Reign...
(April 5, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

April 6, 2021
OM

O Christ Jesus - Millions worship Thee in churches through force of habit and fear;
Clergy worships Thee in books - through force of 

dogma and prestige;
The devoted worship Thee at altars through seeking

Thy Grace;
And only the enlightened worship Thee in their

heart...
For verily, the light of their heart illumines

Thy Presence,
And when the heart sees how near is Thy Light, -
This little human heart throbs with adoration, 
And Thou, in Thy Mercy, embracest the adoring

heart....
And the Voice is heard:

“I Am!
Nowhere can I be found
except in thy heart...
I dwell there - unknown
I love there - unwanted
I know there - unrealized
I emanate Power - unnoticed
I... am Thee...” 

Oh... Lord...
(April 14, 1979 Sat. Morning)



April 7, 2021
OM

Where there is
Rama -

There is no
Kama.

And... where there is Kama -
There is no Rama...

(Kama stands for lust and carnality;
 Rama - for highest Truth)

(April 7, 1979 Sat. Morning) 

April 8, 2021
OM

“Xpuctoc Bockpec.” - means that Christ is
resurrected, alive, real!

It means that truth alone triumphs;
It means that all our ideals - such as Love,
Wisdom, Greatness, Loveliness, Courage, Power,
Peace and Joy, - all this and infinitely more
can be reached in the arisen Christ, or Supreme
Truth....

The point is: do we want Truth? It is a good point to consider with utmost honesty. If you do not see
God in man - you do not want Truth.

You cannot claim the divine qualities from a man unless you have them yourself. If, for instance,
you have the divine quality of love - you simultaneously have the divine quality of forgiveness - you
forgive, even as Christ... Why does He forgive?! Because He knows that one cannot expect the shadow
to act as the real man. Sin is just as unreal as the shadow and, thus, to be furious with it is to be a fool.
Not that it is a very interesting or pleasing object, - the shadow is not in the least of any significance
although at times it can appear as the ugliest and most horrifying monster (there are such shadows!) -
yet it is false to the core...

Plod on. Perfect yourself. Seek ye first the Kingdom of Truth... Establish the beautiful rhythm of
your whole being, there will be no place for unmusical, unrhythmical shadows in your life...

(April 16, 1979 Mon. Morning)

April 9, 2021
OM

First know what is good for you and what is bad.
Then feel that what is good for you - is also good for another man, and what is bad for you - is bad!
Then develop your intelligence and see farther - see what has been done by you and others and what



ought to be done.
Then - employ your will and know how to choose correctly.
Then - work on your understanding - man is a slow-poke to grasp quickly, to realize profoundly and

to UNDERSTAND all and everything! Mostly man knows only empirically, - rationalizing, scheming,
constructing, theorizing, discussing... endlessly. Seldom there is sparkling 

SEEING.
Open up your inner vision and see from within. The outside will look entirely different....

(April 9, 1979 Mon. Morning)

April 10, 2021
OM

Moral rules are for the masses; ethical ideals - for the intellectual individuals; spiritual in sights - for
the elite! Moral rules are changing with time. Polygamy, for instance, was very moral when earth was
underpopulated. The need then was to produce from selected women as many healthy and strong
citizens as possible, - thus, kings had many well-shaped, physically, females.

Polygamy became distasteful when, on one side, the population grew too fast and, on the other side,
the refinement of the individual protested against the mechanical rigidity of procreation for pro creation
sake. Man then sought companionship with his mate and not just procreation. When ethical ideals
degenerate, man seeks only sexual relationships.

Spiritual insight goes above the procreation, companionship and sex, and seeks perfect exchange of
divinized forces in every possible area of existence. Spiritual insight does not limit to selfish expression
of one̓s personality - be it in sex, friendship, collaboration or leadership. The one of enlarged
consciousness has a spiritual insight which determines perfectly one̓s contact or relationship with any
being - man, women, child, animal, devas, asuras and God Almighty Himself!

Moral restrictions are absolutely necessary for the uncultured. Ethical idealism - for the cultured, but
there is no answer in either for the fulfillment of the higher human strivings... Only the light of inner
upliftment brings freedom, poise, wisdom...

(April 10, 1979 Tues. Morning)

April 11, 2021
OM

Lord, the Owner of my life,
Grant me total awareness of Thy Presence!
Oh Christ in me - Thou art also in all!
This awareness leads to Realization....
To be in the core of all beings,
To include all into one̓s heart,
To live the life of every single creature,
To feel all the joys and all the griefs as one̓s own
Is to know of Life Divine.
For Thou, oh the Supreme Force, art full,
And Thy Fullness is also my identity....
Through Thy Grace
I am complete!



My force is reinforced
By Thy Power,
My delight of being - 
By Thy Bliss,
My compassion - 
By Thy Infinite Love,
And my life - 
By Thy Eternal Existence...
Oh Lord, the Owner of all...

(April 11, 1979 Wed. Morning)

April 12, 2021
OM

You cannot appreciate the upliftment of the spiritual prayer unless you are spiritual. You cannot
rejoice at the communion with the Invisible unless you are a See-er, unless you “see” from within. You
cannot know silence unless you close the doors to noises. Shortly, there is a different Reality which you
ought to discover if you want to partake of the wider, deeper and higher existence.

Ordinarily, the pragmatic analysis crudely divides the psychological functionings of a human being
into the introvertal and extrovertal. By vast majority it is held that to be extrovert is safer, more secure,
more gratifying and more real. To be intro vert is to be less happy-go-lucky, but it is admitted that the
introvertal mentality is “deeper.” These definitions deal only with the man the way he appears, not the
way he is in his potentiality. The so-called extrovert is a mere physical personality which lives and
depends upon the obviousness of material world. The so-called introvert is a neurotic personality which
depends on petty and stubborn preoccupations with its surface mental life and its ego life.

To enter the higher awareness is to definitely put a cross on both of these limiting concepts. The
inner turn is characterized by several signs: 1) you become innerly connected with all beings and
objects; 2) you acquire the intimate understanding of all that touches your life; 3) you lose the surface
sentiments and replace them with deep vision of the truer love.

(April 12, 1979 Thurs. Noon)

April 13, 2021
OM

In the Name of Perfection only - one can learn
to Give.

And the learning is slow...
How many return more value, give more good when they receive very little?!

Practically none!
But very many give their “lesser appreciations,”

the “good” which costs them nothing -
for much good they received.

There are some who try to return exactly the
amount they received, which is better than being unjust, but which is lacking in true
generosity; neither can ever repay



“exactly” the higher values.
Most people like to receive but are reluctant

to give.
And it is only in spiritual giving that one

gives good for evil, more love for less
love and gracious shower of goodness
for kindnesses...

Well, such - give spontaneously in the Name
of Perfection...

Christ be with you all.
Give in His Name...

(April 13, 1979 Fri. Morning)

April 14, 2021
OM

Judge your status by your accord or discord! Are you in conflict with your thoughts, feelings and
deeds? Or are you able to reconcile spon taneity with restriction; freedom with order; mercy with non-
compromise?! If your freedom and spontaneity are balanced by propriety, control, order - your status is
high. Do not think that the “American way of life” is “free,” “independent,” and “harmonious.” It could
be such if your boasted liberty would not include in itself the freedom of indulgences, perversities and
absurdities....

The true man knows immediately within himself and outside himself the drive to fulfill something
false, gross, stupid, and is able to check, prevent it - or correct it. The man of in between at least knows
that he is... “in between” - neither true nor totally false, and is not too strong to prevent the wrong, but
is ready to repent. But the man of falsehood knows nothing of Truth. Such a one deliberately drives
towards the wrong and calls it... “American way of life,” which, in a larger scale, is the characteristic of
any nation’s life in ignorance, indulgence, materialistic exaggerations, dullness, brutality, stupor.

What is your status?!
Rama̓s is the Divine Life 
wherever He finds Himself!
Rama... the Divine Way of Life.

(April 6, 1979 Fri. Morning)

April 15, 2021

[Later, before the final silence] ...And let̓s pray together. Passion Week is the week of special 
prayers. Let̓s pray that we may grow in wisdom, not in smartness. There is such thing as being too 
smart, there is never such thing as being too wise. Prayer leads to Wisdom and Love. My habitual one 
for this Passion Week could be used as a Mantra. We should contemplate every Sattwic virtue which I 
mentioned there and every unsattwic vice; you really immune yourself against many evils. The 
punishment for evil is evil, the reward for virtue is virtue. And it is only through virtue that you liberate 
yourself, liberate your Soul which is imprisoned in ignorance. It is just like a fence made of something 
very dense and very dis turbingly unhandsome. You remove it and then the beautiful flowers are seen;



you close it and you do not have any vision of what is fenced. Even so is the Soul which is fenced by
the Tamas and Rajas. Prayer removes it. Devotion removes it. Meditation removes it. Wisdom, above
all, removes it. But then again, devotion without wisdom is even as if someone would offer you to
drink the water from the ocean. Fill up a glass and say, “Please, refresh yourself.” Well, that̓s the kind
of devotion without wisdom, it really cannot be accepted. You cannot drink it, you cannot rejoice at it, -
the one to whom you offer it cannot rejoice at it. Without wisdom, devotion is hysteria, and without
devotion, there is no wisdom. Wisdom includes devotion.

So all these are the contemplations for the Passion Week which is based on the sorrow, reverence
and devotion to Christ. Sorrow for His immense sacrifice still not appreciated, - and devotion to His
Divine Heart, to His Godhead. Jesus pronounced Himself Christ and was crucified, because the
imperfect world could not tolerate Perfection. And that is the sorrow of the Passion Week which leads
to the joy of the Resurrection. The more you contemplate it, the more your impurities dwindle; the less
you contemplate it, the more you forget it, the more impure and the more covered up, fenced, is your
Soul. God bless you. Om Shanti... [Silence]

(April 12, 1979 Thurs. Night)

April 16, 2021
OM

I concentrate upon the Divine Magnet that draws to me all which God approves!

Wisdom
Love  
Power      {
Courage

Allow the Divine Magnet to work through you. Be still and know that I Am God! The might of
Divine Ardour nullifies the nasty thoughts and sensations of doubt, hate, jealousy and fear.

Praise the Perfection of the perfect; ignore the falsehood of the wicked; fight the arrogance of the
deluded; and forgive the trespasses of the sinful and the weak.

The only inspiration and longing of my heart is the Divine Perfection.
(April 8, 1979 Sun. Morning)

April 17, 2021
OM

All are the children of God,
But some feel themselves the children

of Devil!
All are potentially divine,
But only those who exercise the divine

qualities can express God...
All have potential Intelligence,
But only those who can use their mind or

control it whenever they choose - 

are the result of
surrender to God



are intelligent.
All have potential goodness,
But only those who do much good to others

and feel that it is never enough, - 
only those are good; - 

Those who, when they receive the minimum of
good from life, and others and think that it is

wonderful, - those are good!
But those who expect everything and give

reluctantly or nothing, and are hardly
ever grateful... are not good.

Yet... all are potentially divine!
That is why to love the Divine is to love all.
And to love ALL is to love the Divine...

(April 17, 1979 Tues. Morning) 

April 18, 2021
OM VICTORY!

Yes, we are in the middle of the glorious month which I spontaneously baptized as

“Victory”

Let us not take lightly the Names. Each name has its story behind it, its emanations at its present
stage and its proceedings into its future. 

“Victory” stands for overcoming, for achievement, for fulfillment and, finally, for - 
Triumph.

The Victory in the life of spiritual aspirant should be understood as freedom from the defects which
defile and overshadow the Divine potentiality within. The demoniacal nature dwindles either gradually
or spontaneously, -  all depends how our accumulations of Truth influence us, - that is to say, how much

 of Truth consciousness and purified will we already have.
The animal man is full to the brim with passions of hatred (or in milder form - anger), greed,

ambition, jealousy, immense and foolish pride, adulation, contempt to ethers, inebriety and thousand
other “pearls of Ignorance and Egoity!”

Greed, Lust and Anger... I often contemplate upon the destruction of these three Asuras The Lord of
the Gita warns us about these three as the three Gates to Hell...

Greed is prompted by burning desire to satisfy our appetites (millions, of all kinds!).
Anger, on the contrary, is prompted by frustration and dissatisfaction.
Whereas, lust, - by the impure ever-secreting desires of vanity and plain stupidity, - real delusive

foolishness, - for man lusts in vain and is never satiated. These are the main demons.
The Angels of the wise and the holy are fanning with their golden wings the hearts of Sacred

Contentment - the hearts where dwells the Spirit which they polish even as the Precious Diamond - not
allowing the filth of worldly interests to cover it... Victory to such hearts!     (April 18, 1979 Wed. Morning)



April 19, 2021
OM

Don't waste your life!
We waste life not when we are intelligently inactive relaxed or resting, but when we are restless, full

of uncontrolled desires, unable to “stop and think,”  “think and see,” “see and realize.”
We also waste our life when we are in the clutches of our instincts and are underdeveloped in will

and aspiration; we then are no material for evolution, we are out of the Divine Plan.
We waste our life when we do, mechanically, many unnecessary things. We are groping blindly not

knowing the direction and the purpose of our existence.
General subhuman tendencies of our present civilization put their mark on everybody. Everyone is

influenced by the social, political, educational systems bereft of conscious goals, idealism, order and
wisdom... everyone wastes his life except those who revolt against this tragi-comical mechanicalness.
Then one starts the life based on freedom from conventional standards and each day is dedicated to
self-improvement, not for the sake of aggrandizement, competition and superiority, but for the
discovery of new values as well as new powers within one̓s own finite being which dares to soar to the
Infinite.

“Therefore, become a Yogi, oh Arjuna!”
(April 19, 1979 Thurs. Noon)

April 20, 2021
OM

First one errs
Then one either learns
Or errs more...
In time, one either repents
Or becomes hateful...
One who loves and knows
Never thinks much of himself...
One who does not know
Thinks that he knows much.
One who cannot teach
calls himself the Guru,
One who can teach
Is called Guru... by others...
I love to learn from Gurus,
I never care to teach
Those who think they can teach,
But by the Grace of
My Guru, I can teach
My disciples...          (April 20, 1979 Fri. Morning)



April 21, 2021
OM

The world is a... jarring world! You make your resolves to be quiet, but the moment you come out of
your solitude or rest - the onrush of disturbing influences pours into your poor being! Most unexpected
vibrations, as well as concrete communications, take you unawares. Here  is where you are tested!

Are you noble enough to not blame your failures on others?! Are you sincere enough to be aware of
your ideals, to remember that which you revere, adore and love, even while provoked?! Are you wise
enough to always feel that all are guilty in general and no one in particular?! Are you great enough to
pray for endurance rather than to burst into tears of irritability, sentimentality, self-pity or hurt
feelings?! Are you pure enough to close your senses at the provocations of lust and greed?! Are you
kind enough to overcome your anger before... your anger overcomes you?!

If you are equipped with self-mastery - the jarring influences will, sure enough, try their best to
knock you down but you will fool them!

(April 21, 1979 Sat. Morning)

April 22, 2021
OM

Do not complicate your life by intricate 
questions.

Do not waste time on hi-fl discussions.
Do not argue ever.
But... think strongly one great thought - the 

thought about the
PERFECT ETERNAL..

You then will not speak nonsense. 
You will say the right word in the right way, 
And you will never expect anything, for you will
have God who is all. 
You will never be interested in faults of others

and you will never hate, - for if you have love 
for the Perfect One - how can you hate 

His Creation?
Just... love, you will be victorious.

(April 22, 1979 Sun. Morning)

April 23, 2021
OM

“Love all,” in its inner meaning is the different Gospel altogether. What the “churchianity” and the
social cant make out of it is... almost as false as the commercial sign in the stores - “Smile.” Before we
dare to say “love all;̓ we ought to be sure to...

Hate none.
You say: “I? hate?! I am so.. kind and loving” - this is a sing-song, (of course!) of a simpleton; the



more sophisticated does not pronounce it, but thinks it, or, by all means, wants others to think so about
him! There are also others who feel guilt-complexes because they do know that they are far from
“loving all” or even from loving some.

Start correcting the coarseness, if you admire the refinement of the Superior Man - that is how
Confucius called the Noble-hearted. And there is a charming, simple English word, too, which became
universal: -  GENTLEMAN!  Yes: gentleman! At first it meant, precisely, “noble man” - but now it is a
mechanical word for a “male citizen.”

So... start with gentlemancy and nobility in whatever form. For where there is no nobility, there is
coarseness, hatred and the host of all evil. Understand the evil-doers - beginning with yourself, plead
guilty! Then, by all means, understand every nuance of the wrong in general, for this is a must for the
one-on- the-Path - you ought to be a qualified knower of souls, a psychologist par excellence! But... do
not throw stones. Do not pass your verdicts, do not offer uncostly opinions and do not listen ever about
the opinions of others about others. Avoid the “Daily News” persons! Maybe you will learn something
about the “Love All”.... Maybe you will win VICTORY over your cold heart and over the other frozen
hearts.

(April 23, 1979 Mon. Morning)

April 24, 2021
OM

Life is a great mystery and we discover it by rising to its greater and greater heights and by plunging
into its deepest regions. He who wants to master life - ought to understand not just its obvious surface
visibility but its hidden secrets.

Example: one might know some science or art and yet is not able to express it - it means one is not a
scientist or an artist in a true sense. Even so, one might know about the principles of life and yet is
unable to convey one’s knowledge to anyone, because of not knowing the psychology of man, his real
being, as well as his false facades. So it is in everything - it is good to know, but it is far, far better

TO BE.
It takes both, good and bad to make Perfection. Good should be the Master and bad the mastered!

The Ultimate Good is God.
Victory to the Victo-o-rious!

(April 24, 1979 Tues. Morning)

April 25, 2021
OM

Keep the mind as calm and clean as possible.
Make your Soul a reality and It will make you real!
Explore more your depths - you will find surprises...
Know that even the Asuras can love! But their 
love is based on demands; the love of the

Devas is based on giving.
Know the Divine as Perfection.
Know the diabolical as limitation…   (April 25, 1979 Wed. Morning)



April 26, 2021
OM

Love... Lover... Beloved...
Bhakti... Bhakta... Bhagavan...

Oh Lord - Thou art all the three! Myriads of forms, ideas, concepts, ways, techniques, schools, disci -
plines, - all that the throbbing human heart can worship Thee with, - Thou

accepteth!
How else?! Why should the philosopher be higher in Thy estimation than the lover? Or why should the
theistic worshipper be considered higher than polytheistic?!

Thou, oh, Beloved can scorn nothing and no one. Let all bring to Thee either their hearts or their
heads or their hands, - or, better still - their all!

Images become alive and divine if Thou art worshipped in them. Yet, even the highest Vedantic
heights may remain sterile if Thou art absent in the contemplations of the learned. The Victory comes
when the Supreme Realization overwhelms the heart and the head and when the smallest is included
into the greatest, - when the simple, the ardent and the highly-enlightened are combined in one heart...

(April 26, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

April 27, 2021
OM

The goal of spiritual life is to contact the High Realm, to get real acquaintance with the Infinite
Person, - the Eternal Being.

It is only when we transcend our mind, emotions and vital desires that we can seek the Divine
through the ecstatic love, through prayer, through the poetry and beauty of our feelings and... the
wonder of wonders! - we discover that the Divine Sakti seeks us too! For our very inspiration is due to
the touch of the High Power which looks for the right instruments. This Power reveals Itself not only in
Its Transcendental Glory but also in daily human experience. If we remember the Divine, - the Divine
remembers us! We receive insight, and we experience the intuitive promptings...

The Adviser, the Lover, the Mother, the Father, the Child - that is how the Presence is felt, God
revealing His Influence... It happens when we trust the Invisible Government more than our visible
environment... Our little being is a portion of the Great Being.

There must be our apt attention to hear the Call. There must be patience to Wait. There must be
constant aspiration to move towards the Divine.

Oh, Lord...
speak more, - 

Thy Child listeneth.
(April 27, 1979 Fri. Morning)



April 28, 2021
OM

The month of “Victory” is quickly flying away! Only three more days left! Meditate on the Glory
of April, - it was literally packed with the Presence of Truth. Pray these three days of the month of
“Victory” that you may conquer your main limitations at least to some degree. May Truth be not only
the seeking, but may it become your being. May you truly feel victorious, not just claim or imagine
victory.

Be victorious over your tendency to judge rashly and to offer your opinions. By the same token, do
not put an artificially humble smile: “Who am I to judge?” etc. Be straightforward but gentle and
measured.

Victory is elegance of conduct both physical and mental. Be grand, gracious and superior. An
inferior man, whether he admires you or hates you, - always pulls you down. Raise up others by being
magnanimous, teach others by teaching yourself minutely. Be faithful and constant... That means - be
victo-oorious!

Thank you... April!
(April 28, 1979 Sat. Morning)

April 29, 2021
OM

There are three mentalities
Majority
Minority
Exceptions.

Majority are fools. Minority - intelligent. Exceptional... are those rare ones who insightfully perceive
both - the fools and the intelligent.

The fool looks for an audience all his life, he loves to “share” - share his follies, ambitions,
suspicions, frustrations and endless stories. 

The intelligent sees that most people are foolish, but he does not have the wisdom and the insight
not to look for someone who is as “great” as he and who can appreciate his “superiority,” hence a
talented man is often lonely and also frustrated. He is very happy when he finds his “circle,” for he is
not wise enough to be fulfilled from within.

The exceptional man understands thoroughly, both - the fool and the “semi-wise” and is ever-ready
to listen to both! The fools whom everybody shuns worship the “exceptional listener” and so does the
smart man. The “exceptional man” ...has a twinkle in his eyes and... has a secret, silent heart.

(April 29, 1979 Sun. Morning)

April 30, 2021
OM

Life is a Mystery.... Death — even greater Mystery.
To be born is to start to learn lessons... The baby is innocent, it does not make efforts, he just is a

potential character. The child starts learning, loses gradually innocence and by the time he changes into
adolescent, he becomes a reservoir of lusts... which in most cases lasts till the end of the individual’s



life. Rather unsightly, is it not?!
The process of learning, in most cases , is only the process of piling the informations and the arti -

ficial mannerisms. Only some strong individuals are AWAKENED in time to say NO! And for such,
starts a new process of the UNLEARNING the imposed stuff. A difficult process!

To “unlearn” does not mean to move towards the Ignorance, but it means to move towards the
original Innocence of an infant plus the cultivation of the awakened Knowledge, Love, Wisdom and
skills of the Conscious Being...

(April 30, 1979 Mon. Morning)

***


